Context-dependent fusion grammars were recently introduced as devices for the generation of hypergraph languages. In this paper, we show that this new type of hypergraph grammars, where the application of fusion rules is restricted by positive and negative context conditions, is a universal computation model. Our main result is that Turing machines can be transformed into these grammars such that the recognized language of the Turing machine and the generated language of the corresponding context-dependent fusion grammar coincide up to representation of strings as graphs. As a corollary we get that context-dependent fusion grammars can generate all recursively enumerable string languages.
Introduction
In 2017 we introduced fusion grammars as generative devices on hypergraphs [7] . They are motivated by the observation, that one encounters various fusion processes in various scientific fields like DNA computing, chemistry, tiling, fractal geometry, visual modeling and others. The common principle is, that a few small entities may be copied and fused to produce more complicated entities. However, it seems that the generative power of fusion grammars (without context-conditions or regulations) is limited (cf. [7, 10] ). Furthermore, there are numerous examples of fusion processes restricted to certain conditions, e.g. the presence of enzymes accelerating chemical reactions. In [9] we introduced contextdependent fusion grammars as a generalization of fusion grammars to simulate Petri nets. It turns out, that context-dependent fusion grammars are powerful enough to simulate Turing machines. We construct a transformation of Turing machines into context-dependent fusion grammars in such a way that the recognized language of the Turing machine and the language generated by the corresponding grammar coincide up to representation of strings as graphs. 1 As a corollary we get that context-dependent fusion grammars can generate all recursively enumerable string languages (up to representation) and that they are universal in this respect.
Relating computational models to Turing machines is an old and established approach which can be found in most foundations textbooks in theoretical computer science. Moreover, it is well known that graph transformation in general is Turing-complete. In 1978 Uesu presented a system of graph grammars that generates all recursively enumerable sets of labeled graphs (cf. [12] ). In [1] Ehrig et. al. presented a transformation of Chomsky grammars in graph grammars (cf. also [5, 6] for similar results). Furthermore, asking "what programming constructs are needed on top of graph transformation rules to obtain a computationally complete language" [2] is not a new question. In [2] Habel and Plump presented a graph program that simulates a Turing machine. Due to the novelty of (variants of) fusion grammars, there are many open questions. Enhancing fusion grammars by the inversion of fusions led to the introduction of splitting/fusion grammars in [8] . It is shown that splitting/fusion grammars can simulate Chomsky grammars and connective hypergraph grammars.
Our construction differs significantly from those cited above due to the semantics of context-dependent fusion grammars. A context-dependent fusion grammar provides a start hypergraph and a finite set of fusion labels (besides some markers and terminals). The fusion labels have complements and serve as rules. A context-dependent fusion is defined by choosing two complementarily labeled hyperedges provided that certain positive and negative context conditions are satisfied, removing them and merging the corresponding attachment vertices. Given a hypergraph, the set of all possible fusions is finite as fusions never create anything. To overcome this limitation, we allow arbitrary multiplications of connected components, i.e., connected subhypergraphs of maximal size, within derivations in addition to fusion. All modifications must be expressed in this way.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic notions and notations of hypergraphs are recalled. Section 3 and 4 recall the notions of Turing machines and context-dependent fusion grammars, respectively. Section 5 presents the reduction of Turing machines to context-dependent fusion grammars. Section 6 concludes the paper pointing out some open problems.
H by H given by H = (V H +V , E H + E , s,t, lab) with s(e) = s H (e), t(e) = t H (e) and lab(e) = lab H (e) for all e ∈ E H as well as s(e) = s (e), t(e) = t (e) and lab(e) = lab (e) for all e ∈ E is a hypergraph with H ⊆ H .
Let H ∈ H Σ and let att(e) be the set of source and target vertices for
is connected and there is no larger connected subgraph, i.e., C ⊆ C ⊆ H and C connected implies C = C . The set of connected components of H is denoted by C (H).
Given H, H ∈ H Σ , the disjoint union of H and H is denoted by H + H . Further, k · H denotes the disjoint union of H with itself k times. We use the multiplication of H defined by means of C (H) as follows. Let m : C (H) → N be a mapping, called multiplicity, then m · H = ∑ C∈C (H) m(C) ·C.
A string can be represented by a simple path where the sequence of labels along the path equals the given string. Let w = x 1 . . . x n ∈ Σ * for n ≥ 1 and x i ∈ Σ for i = 1, . . . , n. Let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Then the string graph of w is defined by sg(w) = ({0} ∪ [n], [n], s w ,t w , lab w ) with s w (i) = (i − 1),t w (i) = i and lab(i) = x i for i = 1, . . . , n. The string graph of the empty string ε, denoted by sg(ε), is the discrete graph with a single vertex 0. Obviously, there is a one-to-one correspondence between Σ * and sg(Σ * ) = {sg(w) | w ∈ Σ * }. We define a mapping begin assigning to every string graph to its vertex 0.
Turing Machines
In this section, we shortly recall the notion of Turing machines (see, e.g., [11, 4, 3] ) and their recognized languages. We consider Turing machines with a designated start and accept state and one two-sided infinitely extendable (working) tape. We use two delimiters and to indicate the end of the tape to the left and to the right, respectively. If the head moves beyond a delimiter a new cell labeled (the blank symbol) is added. Definition 1.
1. A Turing machine is a system TM = (Q, Ω, Γ, ∆), where Q is a finite set of states with two designated different states q start and q accept , Ω is the input alphabet, Γ is the tape alphabet with Ω ⊆ Γ and ∈ Γ \ Ω, and ∆ ⊆ (Q \ {q accept }) × Γ × Γ × {l, n, r} × Q is the transition relation. 2. conf (TM) = Q × Γ * × Γ * is the set of configurations.
3.
A step of TM is defined by the relation TM ⊆ conf (TM) × conf (TM):
where α, β ∈ Γ * , u ∈ Γ and ε is the empty string.
4.
A computation of TM is a potentially infinite sequence of configurations c 0 , c 1 , . . . where c 0 = (q start × ε × w) is the start configuration wrt the input w ∈ Ω * , and c i TM c i+1 for all i ∈ N.
5.
The recognized language of TM is defined as L(TM) = {w ∈ Ω * | (q start , ε, w) * TM (q accept , α, β )}, where α, β ∈ Γ * are arbitrary. Remark 1.
1. (p, x, y, dir, q) ∈ ∆ means if the Turing machine is in state p and reads the symbol x, it can replace x by y and move the (read/write) head to the left if dir = l, to the right if dir = r or leave the head stationary if dir = n. Afterwards the machine is in state q.
2.
A configuration is of the form (q, α, β ) which means the machine is in state q and the contents of the tape to the left and right of the head are α and β , respectively. The machine reads the first symbol of β if β = ε and otherwise.
3.
A computation is finite if a halting configuration is reached, i.e., if there is no possibility of continuing the computation. If the machine enters the state q accept , then it accepts the input.
4. The recognized language consists of all strings for which a computation exists such that the machine enters the accepting state q accept .
Context-Dependent Fusion Grammars
In this section, we recall the notion of context-dependent fusion grammars (cf. [9] ). Context-dependent fusion grammars generate hypergraph languages from start hypergraphs via successive applications of context-dependent fusion rules, multiplications of connected components, and a filtering mechanism. A fusion rule is defined by two complementary-labeled hyperedges and positive and negative contextconditions. Such a rule is applicable if both the positive and negative context-conditions of the rule are satisfied. Its application consumes the two hyperedges and fuses the sources of the one hyperedge with the sources of the other as well as the targets of the one with the targets of the other. = v 1 · · · v k 1 , s fr(A) (e) = v 1 · · · v k 1 , t fr(A) (e) = w 1 · · · w k 2 , t fr(A) (e) = w 1 · · · w k 2 , and lab fr(A) (e) = A and lab fr(A) (e) = A.
3. The application of fr(A) to a hypergraph H ∈ H Σ proceeds according to the following steps:
(1) Choose a matching morphism g : fr(A) → H. (2) Remove the images of the two hyperedges of fr(A) yielding X = H − ( / 0, {g(e), g(e)}). (3) Fuse the corresponding source and target vertices of the removed hyperedges yielding the hypergraph H = X/≡ where ≡ is generated by the relation 
Remark 2. fr(A) and (fr(A), / 0, / 0) are equivalent. We use the first as an abbreviation for the latter. Given a finite hypergraph, the set of all possible successive fusions is finite as fusion rules never create anything. To overcome this limitation, arbitrary multiplications of disjoint components within derivations are allowed. The generated language consists of the terminal part of all resulting connected components that contain no fusion symbols and at least one marker symbol, where marker symbols are removed in the end. These marker symbols allow us to distinguish between wanted and unwanted terminal components.
is a finite set of terminal labels, and P is a finite set of context-dependent fusion rules. 
A direct derivation H =⇒ H is either a context-dependent fusion rule application H =⇒

L(CDFG
is the terminal hypergraph obtained by removing all hyperedges with labels in M from Y .
Transformation of Turing Machines into Context-Dependent Fusion Grammars
In this section, we show that Turing machines can be simulated by context-dependent fusion grammars. The construction works roughly as follows: (1) A Turing machine is represented by the usual state graph, (2) the tape is represented by a sequence of successive edges each labeled with symbols of the working alphabet, (3) the state graph and the tape are connected by a hyperedge, called head, which also indicates the current state (specifically, the current state is the first source) and is attached to the current position on the tape, (4) in addition, the start hypergraph contains components that allow to generate the initial tape in a terminal and a fusion version, (5) components that allow to simulate a transition step of the Turing machine by a sequence of applications of context-dependent fusion rules, and (6) there is a terminating component that enables to disconnect the terminal tape with the input string from the rest of the working hypergraph whenever an accepting state is reached. In other words, the grammar generates a tape with a detachable input string if and only if the Turing machine accepts this string. Because the transformation is quite complicated we introduce the ideas step by step. First, we give a hypergraph representation of Turing machines. Then we introduce the tape graph representing the working tape as well as the input to the Turing machine. This leads us directly to hypergraph representations of configurations. Afterwards, we demonstrate how a step can be simulated by a sequence of context-dependent fusion rules. Finally, the two constructions are combined and our main theorem is presented.
Representation of a Turing machine by a hypergraph
In the hypergraphical representation of a Turing machine, denoted by hg(TM), vertices represent states and edges between these vertices represent the elements of the transition relation. Initially, there is one additional vertex and three special hyperedges: an acc-loop indicates the accepting state, a hyperedge with |Q| sources and one target, called head, connects the state graph with the additional vertex to which a tape-hyperedge is attached. The latter enables fusion of the Turing machine with the tape graph. Figure 2a . The corresponding hypergraph is depicted in Figure 2b where the head-hyperedge is dashed.
Remark 3. The order in which the states of the Turing machine are connected to the sources of the head-hyperedge implements a permutation. σ is permuted when a transition step is simulated.
Tape graph
In our construction the tape is represented by an infinitely extendable tape graph. Due to technical reasons, the tape graph contains two connected string graphs, where one is labeled over the terminal alphabet Ω and the other is labeled over the fusion alphabet Γ f (defined later). The construction can be seen as having two tapes (input and working tape) initially with the same content, where the input tape is left invariant, but the working tape may be modified or extended by -cells. If the machine halts in the accepting state, then the content of the input tape is used as a contribution to the generated language. In our construction five additional hyperedges are used. The terminal-labeled string graph carries a marker hyperedge. The two corresponding string graphs are connected via a hyperedge labeled cut which is used to disconnect the terminal-and marker-labeled string graph. A tape-hyperedge is connected to the first vertex of the fusion-labeled string graph and is later used for attaching the tape graph to a hypergraph representation of a Turing machine. Two hyperedges labeled and are used to extend the fusion-symbol labeled string graph with -labeled hyperedges an unbounded number of times via the connected components and as well as the fusion rules fr( ) and fr( ).
This is because in fusion grammars fusion alphabets and terminal alphabets are disjoint but Ω Γ by definition of the Turing machine. For example, the string ab is represented by the graphs sg(ab) and sg( f
Let cut,tape, and be fusion symbols with type( ) = (0, 1), type( ) = type(tape) = (1, 0), and type(cut) = (1, 1), and let sg(cut · w) µ,tape be the string graph sg(cut · w) with an additional µ-labeled loop attached to begin(sg(w)) and a tape-hyperedge attached to begin(sg(cut)). Then tg(α, β , w) tape = ( sg( f (αβ )) + sg(cut · w) µ,tape )/ begin(sg( f (β )))≡s(cut) is a tape graph. A schematic drawing is depicted in Figure 3a .
We depict hyperedges with one source and one target with labels x ∈ Σ \ F by x . Example 2. The tape graph tg(ε, ab, ab) tape is depicted in Figure 3b .
Because the input to the Turing machine may be any w ∈ Ω * we need a construction to generate arbitrary tape graphs corresponding to inputs. This is realized by the following context-dependent fusion grammar, where the fusion rule fr(gen) is used to fuse genand gen-hyperedges in order to generate two corresponding string graphs (one terminal, one fusion labeled), and the fusion rules fr( ) and fr( ) are used to add -edges to the left and right of the fusion-labeled string graph as described above. Definition 6. Let cut, and be as before. Let F tg = {tape, gen, cut, , } + Γ f be a fusion alphabet with type(gen) = type(x) = (1, 1) for each x ∈ Γ f . Define the context-dependent fusion grammar CDFG tg (Ω, Γ) = (Z tg , F tg , {µ}, Ω, {fr(gen), fr( ), fr( )}), where the start hypergraph Z tg = tape start + tape end + ∑ x∈Ω tape x + tape + tape consists of the connected components depicted in Figure 3c The tape graph tg(ε, ab, ab) tape , depicted in Figure 3b , can be generated by applying fr(gen) three times to the connected components tape start ,tape a ,tape b and tape end , depicted in Figure 3g . However, due to the context-freeness of fr(gen) fusions within some connected component are also possible yielding e.g. the hypergraph in Figure 3h obtained from tape a ,tape c ,tape b . Note that the left connected component is terminal labeled. However, it does not contribute to the generated language because it lacks a marker hyperedge.
The following propositions show that this context-dependent fusion grammar generates certain tape graphs. But everything derivable does not contribute to the generated language because there is no possibility to obtain a connected component which is only terminal labeled. However, with a slight modification of the grammar the generated language is Ω * up to representation of strings as graphs.
Proof. by induction on i, j and the length of w.
We first prove for each w = w 1 . . . w n ∈ Ω * exists a derivation tape start + tape end + ∑ x∈Ω tape x n =⇒ tg(ε, w, w) tape . Therefore, let # : Ω * × Ω → N be a mapping of a string and a symbol to the number of occurrences of this symbol in the string.
Induction base: n = 0: Let m be a multiplicity with m(tape start ) = m(tape end ) = 1, m(tape x ) = 0 for each x ∈ Ω. Then tape start + tape end + ∑ x∈Ω tape x =⇒ m tape start + tape end =⇒ fr(gen) tg(ε, ε, ε) tape .
Induction step: w = w 1 . . . w n+1 , n ≥ 0. Let m(tape start ) = m(tape end ) = 1, m(tape x ) = #(w, x) for each x ∈ Ω. Then by induction hypothesis there is a derivation tape start + tape end + ∑ x∈Ω tape x =⇒ m tape start +tape end + ∑ x∈Ω m(tape x )·tape x n =⇒ fr(gen) tg(ε, w 1 . . . w n , w 1 . . . w n ) tape +tape w n+1 . Due to the contextfreeness of fr(gen) one may assume w.l.o.g. that the connected components involved in the last derivation step are X + tape end where X is tg(ε, w 1 . . . w n , w 1 . . . w n ) tape without the -hyperedge but with an additional gen-hyperedge attached to the ends of the string graphs. Then X + tape w n+1 + tape end Proof. It is sufficient to focus on the connected components with some marker µ. The statement holds because there is no possibility to fuse the cut-hyperedge which is attached to the µ-hyperedge. Therefore, no connected component is only terminal and marker labeled. 
sg( i f (w) j ) + sg(w) µ for any i, j ∈ N, w ∈ Ω * , where the first part uses the same argument as in Proposition 1 and fr(cut) matches the cut-hyperedge in the tape graph and the cut-hyperedge in z cut . Because only the latter connected component contains a marker and is marker and terminal labeled it contributes to the language.
The converse follows from the fact that the derivation constructed above is a normal form because the derivation steps are interchangeable 2 due to the context-freeness.
Hypergraph representation of a configuration
A hypergraph representation of a configuration consists of the hypergraph representation of the Turing machine fused to some tape graph. In this way the configuration is interlinked with a specific input and with some permutation of states. An initial configuration is obtained by fusing a tape-hyperedge in a hypergraph representation of the Turing machine with some tape-hyperedge in a tape graph.
Example 4. The application of the fusion rule fr(tape) to the hypergraph representation of the Turing machine in Example 1 and the tape graph generated in Example 3 yields the hypergraph representation of the initial configuration (q start , ε, ab) wrt the input adjunct ab and the permutation q start q aux q accept depicted on the right-hand site in Figure 4 . 
Simulating steps of a Turing machine by context-dependent fusion rules
In order to simulate a step further connected components are needed. These connected components encode the substitution of a symbol on the tape, the movement of the head and the transition to the next state. In order to move the head to the left or to the right our construction takes both the current symbol and the symbol to the left of the head into account. The relations of the Turing machine can be seen as replacing or deleting the current symbol and (maybe) inserting a new symbol left or right of the head. In the graph representation this corresponds to deleting and inserting edges. These deletions and insertions are done with respective fusions of complementary labeled hyperedges. The hypergraphs in Figure 5a 
In order to simulate a step of a Turing machine context-dependent fusion rules are needed. Some of the context conditions derive directly from the semantics of a Turing machine. For example, the step (p, αu, x, β ) TM (q, α, u, yβ ) can only be applied if (p, x, y, l, q) ∈ ∆, the Turing machine is in state p and reads the symbol x. Other context conditions are needed because (context-dependent) fusion rules can only consume two complementary hyperedges in one derivation step but a step of a Turing machine is much more complicated (head movement, tape manipulation, state transition). Hence, several rules and rule applications are needed to simulate such a step. Furthermore, in our construction positive and negative context conditions are needed to restrict the application to obtain a correct and sound simulation. The set of context-dependent fusion rules P ∆ specified in Definition 9 contains rules with respect to the fusion symbol head and rules with respect to the fusion symbol x for each x ∈ Γ. The first are used to fuse the head-hyperedge in the graph representation of a configuration with the correct connected component used for simulating the step of the Turing machine and perform the state transition. The latter are used to modify the tape and move the head correctly.
Definition 9. Define P ∆ as the following set of context-dependent fusion rules. Figure 6m . The following example illustrates the simulation of the transition step for (q start , a, c, r, q accept ). It works analogously for other transition steps.
Example 5. Consider the two connected components H = hg(q start q aux q accept , d, ab, ab) and C = C(d, a/c/r, 3). Then H = hg(q accept q aux q start , dc, b, ab) can be derived as illustrated in Figure 7 . The contextdependent fusion rule ∆(d, a/c/r) can be applied by matching the head-hyperedge in H and the headhyperedge in C. The two complementary hyperedges are fused and due to the head-hyperedge in C a new head-hyperedge reconstructed; its first source is q accept . Furthermore, the application attaches additional vertices and hyperedges to the tape graph. The resulting connected component is depicted in the lower left in Figure 7 (the acc-loop and the adjunct, consisting of the cut-hyperedge and terminal and marker string graph, is omitted in order to clarify the drawing). The a f -hyperedge is then fused with the out-going a f -hyperedge by an application of f use loop out(a) with the result that the source and the target vertex of the a f -hyperedge are glued together yielding the connected component depicted in the lower right in Figure 7 (again omitting the acc-loop and the adjunct). Afterwards, f use 2in(d) can be applied to the d f -and d f -hyperedge. The resulting connected component is H .
We will later prove this one-to-one correspondence of a transition step in TM and a particular derivation sequence concerning hypergraph representations of respective configurations wrt the same adjunct in the corresponding context-dependent fusion grammar CDFG(TM). Our main theorem is that the language recognized by some Turing machine and the generated language of the corresponding context-dependent fusion grammar coincide up to representation of strings as graphs. The proof is based on the following lemmata. σ , α, β , w) and σ is the same as σ except that q k+1 is replaced by q k , due to Lemma 1.
Definition 11. hg(TM, σ , α, β , w) acc is a connected component isomorphic to hg(TM, σ , α, β , w) but the label of the head-hyperedge is term.
Proof. of Theorem 1. We show first w ∈ L(TM) implies sg(w) ∈ L(CDFG(TM)). Let w ∈ L(TM). Then c 0 = (q start , ε, w) * TM c a = (q accept , α, β ) for some w ∈ Ω * , α, β ∈ Γ * . Then
Hence, sg(w) ∈ L(CDFG(TM)).
The converse is more complicated to show. sg(w) ∈ L(CDFG(TM)) means there is a derivation Z * =⇒ H with Y ∈ C (H), H ∈ H {µ,term}+Λ+Ω − H {term}+Λ+Ω and rem µ (Y ) = sg(w). Without loss of generality, one can assume:
• H = Y because the other connected components can be multiplied by 0.
• There is exactly one marker component in each derived hypergraph because two marked derived hypergraphs can never be fused with each other.
• The set of sources of the hypergraph representation of a Turing machine (and extended connected components) is Q because source vertices of these connected components cannot be fused with each other.
• All necessary multiplications are done as first derivation step and all applications of context-free fusion rules (fr(gen), fr( ), fr( ) and fr(tape)), are done before any application of some contextdependent fusion rule with context conditions. Moreover, some of the rules are sequentially dependent with respect to the same connected component.
1. cut and accept are sequentially dependent, because the cut-hyperedge required in positive context condition of the cut-rule is added to v tape by the application of accept to hg(q accept σ , α, β , w) + Acc.
2. ∆(u, λ ) and accept are sequentially dependent, because q start = q accept .
4.
A rule of the latter set in P ∆ is only applicable to the connected component obtained by the fusion wrt ∆(u, λ ). No fusion is possible inside C(u, λ , k).
The last argument is that the context-dependent fusion rule accept can only be applied if there exists a match into some connected component derived from hg(TM) init and Acc. The restriction to hg(TM) init comes from the fact, that the head-hyperedge must not be part of some C connected component. Hence, accept and cut are only applicable to a hypergraph representation of a configuration wrt input w if and only if w ∈ L(TM). Moreover, accept and cut can be delayed to the end of the derivation. Let C 1 , . . . ,C n be the C-components in the order in which they are used in the derivation Z * =⇒ sg(w) µ . Then, using the remarks above, one can rearrange the derivation such that is is of the form Consequently, due to Lemma 1 4 , this implies c 0 * TM (q accept , α n , β n ) wrt input w. Hence, w ∈ L(TM).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have continued the research on context-dependent fusion grammars by transforming Turing machines into this type of hypergraph grammars. This reduction gives us interesting insights into these grammars because the transformation proves that context-dependent fusion grammars are another universal computing model and can generate all recursive enumerable string languages (up to representation). Note that a similar construction also works for computation of partial functions. In this case the connected components tape start ,tape end and tape x are replaced by a tape graph representing the Turing machines input x 1 . . . x n ∈ Σ * , where the start is attached to some tape-hyperedge. However, further research is needed including the following open question. In the literature, one encounters model transformations from several modeling approaches into Turing machines. Now they can be extended to context-dependent fusion grammars. Does this provide interesting insights? Are only positive or only negative context conditions powerful enough to cover Turing machines? How does a natural transformation of context-dependent fusion grammars into splicing/fusion grammars or the other way round look like?
